LOW-LEVEL LASER THERAPY FOR THE TREATMENT OF CARPAL TUNNEL SYNDROME

A Technology Assessment

INTRODUCTION

The California Technology Assessment Forum has been asked to review the scientific literature on the safety and efficacy of low-level laser therapy for the treatment of hand and wrist pain from carpal tunnel syndrome.

BACKGROUND

Carpal Tunnel Syndrome

Carpal tunnel syndrome is characterized by pain and tingling in the first three fingers of the hand (thumb, index finger, middle finger) due to compression of median nerve by surrounding structures as it passes through the carpal tunnel in the wrist. The radial half of the fourth finger and the palm can also be involved. The syndrome can progress to weakness and atrophy of the muscles in the thenar eminence. Symptoms are often worse at night and can awaken patients from sleep. Patients may also have weakness of the thumb muscles reducing pincer strength and coordination.

Symptoms are usually worsened by activities involving frequent, prolonged, or forceful flexion or extension of the wrist. Examples include prolonged driving (wrist extension), sleeping with flexed wrists and the use of vibrating tools (like jackhammers). Some diseases that cause inflammation or thickening of soft tissues or bone growth can be associated with carpal tunnel syndrome, although the pathophysiology is not always understood. Some associated conditions include acromegaly, amyloidosis, pregnancy, menopause, diabetes, hypothyroidism and rheumatoid arthritis, as well as cysts and tumors of the wrists.2, 3

Several diagnostic maneuvers can help support the diagnosis of carpal tunnel syndrome.4 The Hoffman-Tinel's test involves tapping the wrist at the site of the median nerve – it is positive if the tapping reproduces the patient's pain and paresthesias. In studies of diagnostic accuracy, the sensitivity of the Tinel's test ranged from 23% to 60% and its specificity from 64% to 87%.4 The Phalen maneuver is performed by having the patient flex both wrists 90° by pushing the dorsal surface of both hands together. This position is maintained for approximately one minute. Again, the test is positive if it reproduces that patient's symptoms. In studies of diagnostic accuracy, the sensitivity of the Phalen's maneuver ranged from 51% to 91% and its specificity from 33% to 88%.4
Electrodiagnostic testing with measurements of nerve conduction velocity in the median nerve is usually considered the gold standard for the diagnosis of carpal tunnel syndrome and it can help localize the site of nerve entrapment. The earliest abnormalities are usually increased sensory nerve conduction latency followed by increased motor conduction latency. Nerve conduction velocity decreases from about 50-60 m/second to about 30 m/second. Chronic carpal tunnel syndrome can result in abnormalities on electromyographic testing as well.

The mainstay of treatment is conservative therapy with non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, limiting activities that exacerbate symptoms, and splinting of the wrist, particularly at night. Activities demonstrated to increase pressure in the carpal tunnel include making a fist, pushing with the hand and typing as well as wrist flexion and extension. The wrist splint should hold the wrist in a neutral position and should include a rigid insert. Other non-surgical treatments that have good evidence supporting efficacy include oral prednisone therapy, local steroid injections and ultrasound therapy. Unfortunately, many patients find that these interventions are only effective for several months.

Patients who fail conservative therapy or who present with advanced disease (muscle atrophy) usually benefit from surgical decompression of the carpal tunnel. Intermediate term outcomes (12 month) appear to be better with surgery than with corticosteroid injections.

**Low-level Laser Therapy**

Low-level laser therapy refers to a broad range of applications of laser light ranging from therapy directed at specific points to treatments covering a broad area with laser light. The wavelengths are usually in the infrared range, but red wavelengths are also used (between 600 and 1000 nm). They have been used to promote wound healing and to treat a variety of musculoskeletal conditions including back pain, neck pain, osteoarthritis, rheumatoid arthritis and fibromyalgia. When used to treat carpal tunnel syndrome, the light is sometimes applied along the course of the median nerve and sometimes to specific acupuncture points.

The mechanism of action of low-level laser therapy is not known. Proposed mechanisms include increased mitochondrial ATP production, repair of damage via cellular proliferations, local anti-inflammatory effects, endorphin release and improved blood flow. Two randomized controlled trials in healthy volunteers demonstrated changes in median nerve latencies in response to low-level laser therapy.
Technology Assessment (TA)

TA Criterion 1: The technology must have the appropriate regulatory approval.


TA Criterion 1 is met.

TA Criterion 2: The scientific evidence must permit conclusions concerning the effectiveness of the technology regarding health outcomes.

The Medline database, Cochrane clinical trials database, Cochrane reviews database and the Database of Abstracts of Reviews of Effects (DARE) were searched using the key word laser. These were cross-referenced with the keywords carpal and human. The search was performed on December 20, 2005 and identified 50 articles. The abstracts of citations were reviewed for relevance and all potentially relevant articles were reviewed in full. The PubMed “related articles” search was also performed for each relevant publication. The bibliographies of systematic reviews and key articles were manually searched for additional references.

One difficulty in the literature is the fact that a minority of the literature is published in English and indexed by Medline. One review\textsuperscript{25} reported that only 28% of double blind studies of low-level laser therapy identified in their systematic review were indexed in Medline.

The search identified four case series and three randomized clinical trials using low-level laser therapy to treat patients with carpal tunnel syndrome. Two of the randomized clinical trials were quite small (11 and 15 patients, respectively).

Level of evidence: 1, 2, 5.

TA Criterion 2 is met.
TA Criterion 3: The technology must improve the net health outcomes.

Case Series

Wong et al, treated 35 patients diagnosed with carpal tunnel syndrome who also had pain and tenderness at the spinous processes from C5 to T1. They used a near infrared 830 nm, 100 mW laser (12-30 J per point) directed at acupuncture points in the C5 to T1 region of the neck. Using 10 treatments over eight months, 91% of the patients had successful relief of their symptoms. However, no nerve conduction study results were presented. According to the authors, these patients usually had poor posture with their head and neck stooped forward and shoulders rounded. They postulated that many patients labeled as having carpal tunnel syndrome, in fact have predominantly cervical radicular dysfunction resulting in pain to the upper extremities. They conclude that successful long-term management of such patients involves treating the soft tissue lesions in the neck combined with correcting the abnormal head, neck and shoulder posture by taping, cervical collars and clavicle harnesses, as well as improved work ergonomics.

Weintraub et al, treated 30 hands in 23 patients with moderate to severe carpal tunnel syndrome. They used a near infrared 830 nm 30 mW laser (MicroLight) directed at five points (9 J per point) along the median nerve. The primary outcome measure was the disappearance of paresthesias for at least 48 hours. Symptoms resolved completely in 23/30 (77%) of the hands. Nerve conduction studies demonstrated normalization of distal latency for compound muscle action potential in 11 of 30 hands. No adverse events were observed. The authors note that these strongly positive results are provocative and underscore the need for larger, controlled studies.

In a letter to the editor in response to the Weintraub article, Padua et al. reported similar positive results in 17 hands (10 patients) with carpal tunnel syndrome. They also used a near infrared 830 nm laser delivering light energy to the affected wrist three times a week. Their outcomes included changes in nerve conduction study measurements and changes in the Boston Carpal Tunnel Questionnaire with measures assessed throughout therapy as well as up to one year later. The largest benefit was apparent at two months after therapy. By one year, there was still a significant reduction in distal motor latency in the median nerve (p<0.05), but improvements in the Boston Carpal Tunnel Questionnaire Symptom and Function subscales were no longer significant. The results were subsequently published in greater detail. In that article, the authors suggest that the results of therapy with low-level laser therapy were similar to those of steroid injections: decreased symptoms in the first several months following therapy, but a gradual increase over the next year.
The most recent case-series treated 26 women with carpal tunnel syndrome with infrared laser therapy (920 – 940 nm). The patients received daily treatment for three weeks. The nerve conduction study measurements (latency, amplitude and velocity conduction) did not change with treatment. However, all patients reported disappearance of pain and numbness in the affected hands.

Uncontrolled case series are inadequate to assess the effectiveness of interventions for carpal tunnel syndrome. The primary manifestations of carpal tunnel syndrome are subjective symptoms, which are known to be sensitive to placebo effects. Well done randomized trials using validated pain and disability questionnaires as well as nerve conduction studies are essential for an adequate assessment of the efficacy of low-level laser therapy.

Randomized Clinical Trials

Naeser et al. compared the effects of two forms of low-level laser therapy combined with microcurrent transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation (TENS) to sham treatment in a randomized, double-blind trial of 11 patients using a cross-over design. There were nine men and two women with a mean age of 54 years. All had failed conservative therapy with nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs and wrist splints for a mean of 16 months (range 3-30 months). One patient had undergone carpal tunnel release surgery 12 years prior to this study. Patients were randomized to active or sham therapy first, followed by the alternate therapy. Four patients received the active therapy first. Active therapy included low-level laser therapy using a 633 nm 15 mW red beam laser (Dynatronics Model 1620) applied to shallow acupuncture points located in the fingers and affected hand and a 904 nm 9.4 W infrared laser (Respond System Model 2400) applied to deeper acupuncture points in the elbow, shoulder, upper back and cervical paraspinal area. Active therapy also included a microamps TENS device (MicroStim Inc. Model 100) applied to the affected wrist. Sham therapy used the same devices with the same protocol. Both active and sham treatments were performed with the patient's arm placed through a black curtain to maintain blinding. Each patient underwent two series of treatments three times a week for three to four weeks. Outcomes were assessed within a month prior to randomization and within a week after completion of each series of treatments. The primary outcome measure was change in pain as assessed by the McGill Pain Questionnaire (MPQ). Secondary outcome measures included median nerve sensory peak latency, motor latency, Phalen's test and Tinel's test. The first sentence in the results section is: “Any patient who reported a greater than 50% pain reduction after a series of sham treatments was considered to be a placebo responder and was removed from further statistical analyses of the MPQ scores.” This clear violation of the intention to treat principle introduces a strong bias in favor of the active group as any patient with a greater than 50% placebo response in the active phase is included in the analysis. Thus, the MPQ results will not be considered further. Furthermore,
the authors appeared to concentrate on within group analyses for their outcomes. The correct approach to analyzing crossover studies is with repeated measure analysis of variance. This allows for an assessment of both treatment effects and any carry-over effect due to the order of randomization. Using an alternate approach to analysis, the authors reported a significant improvement in the sensory peak latency for active therapy, but not for sham therapy. No between group analyses were reported and a significant proportion of the data was missing for this outcome. There were no improvements in median nerve motor latency within either group and there were no missing data. Again, no analyses of differences between the active and sham treatment were presented. The authors also reported that there were improvements in the Phalen and Tinel tests after the active, but not the sham treatment.

Crossover designs are inherently difficult to interpret because of concerns about carry over effects. Adding the small size of this study, the lack of between group comparisons and the bias introduced by excluding patients with a large response in the sham phase makes it impossible to conclude anything from the results of the study. Even if it there were interpretable results, the multiple co-interventions would not allow us to determine whether the findings were due to one of the laser therapies or the TENS.

Irvine et al. conducted a randomized, double-blind study of low-level laser therapy in 15 patients with carpal tunnel syndrome. Patients were required to have at least one of the following symptoms: paresthesias in the distribution of the median nerve, similar symptoms brought on by repetitive hand activities, waking at night from similar symptoms or weakness in thumb abduction. Additionally, all patients were required to have evidence of focal median nerve compression in the carpal tunnel on nerve conduction studies. Patients were excluded if they had evidence of marked axonal loss, trauma to the wrist or prior carpal tunnel release surgery. The intervention was treatment with 860 nm laser beam (Eriel TOP 250, Coradon Rehabilitation) delivered three times a week for five weeks. Twenty sites over and surrounding the carpal tunnel were irradiated. The control group was treated according to the same protocol using an identical sham probe. The patients, investigators and staff assessing outcomes were all blinded to the intervention. Blinding was assessed at the end of the study by asking which was the active probe. Outcomes were assessed at baseline, mid treatment, at the end of treatment and four weeks after the final treatment. A validated questionnaire, the Levine Carpal Tunnel Syndrome Questionnaire, was used as the primary outcome measure. Hand function was assessed using the Purdue pegboard test, which evaluates fine motor skills of the hand. Nerve conduction studies were also performed. Of 173 eligible patients, 15 agreed to participate. Seven were randomized to active treatment and eight to sham treatment. Baseline characteristics including age, sex, severity, disability, hand dexterity and nerve conduction measurements were similar between the two groups. Changes in the Levine Carpal Tunnel Syndrome Questionnaire were not different between groups at baseline (p=0.89) or at the end of treatment (p=0.69) although patients in each group improved
significantly (p<0.05 for both within group comparisons). There were no differences between or within groups in hand function or nerve conduction measurements. Blinding was effective as three out of seven patients in the active group thought they received the active therapy, as did six out of eight patients in the sham group. Both the treating therapist and clinician thought the sham probe was the active laser.

This study highlights the importance of including either a sham or active control group when using self-reported symptoms as an outcome. Both groups improved significantly from baseline to treatment end on the validated Carpal Tunnel Syndrome Questionnaire, but there were no differences between the sham and laser groups in the degree of improvement. Furthermore, there were no significant improvements in the more objective nerve conduction and hand function measures for either group. The study was well designed with excellent blinding using a sham laser probe, but suffers from small numbers. A larger study may have been able to detect subtle improvements.

Bakhtiary and Rashidy-pour randomized 90 hands in 50 consecutive patients with mild to moderate carpal tunnel syndrome confirmed by nerve conduction studies to treatment with either ultrasound therapy or low-level laser therapy. The inclusion criteria were paresthesias in the distribution of the median nerve, a positive Phalen's test and positive Tinel's test with an abnormal nerve conduction study (motor latency > 4 ms or sensory latency > 3.5 ms). Patients were excluded if they had received prior ultrasound or laser therapy, steroid injections or if they were diagnosed with thyroid disease, diabetes or a systemic peripheral neuropathy. Laser therapy consisted of 830 nm infrared laser (Enraf, Endolaser 830) delivered to five points (1.8 J per point) during five sessions per week for three weeks (total of 15 sessions). All outcomes were measured before and after treatment at four weeks after treatment. The outcomes included pain assessment using a visual analog scale (VAS), nerve conduction studies, pinch and grip strength. Outcome assessment was performed by staff blinded to the treatment assignment. Intention to treat analysis was used for all between group comparisons. At randomization, there were no significant differences between groups in the length of symptoms (seven months), pain by VAS (6.9/10), grip strength, pinch strength and nerve conduction studies. All 50 patients had complete follow-up. Ultrasound therapy had greater improvements on all measures than low-level laser therapy (p<0.01 for all comparisons). Pain decreased more in the ultrasound group at the end of therapy (-5.6 vs. -2.4, p<0.001) and at four weeks after the end of therapy (-6.3 vs. -2.0, p<0.001). Similarly there was greater improvement in finger pinch strength in the hands randomized to ultrasound therapy at the end of therapy (9.1 vs. 2.6, p<0.001) and at four weeks after the end of therapy (9.9 vs. 2.9, p<0.001). In nerve conduction studies, motor latency decreased more in the ultrasound group at the end of therapy (-1.0 vs. -0.3, p<0.001) and at four weeks after the end of therapy (-1.1 vs. -0.2, p<0.001). Handgrip strength, sensory latency, muscle action potential amplitude and sensory action potential amplitude were also significantly improved in the ultrasound group compared to the laser.
group at both time points. The authors concluded that ultrasound therapy was more effective than low-level laser therapy in the treatment of mild to moderate carpal tunnel syndrome.

The study appeared to be of good quality. Randomization, allocation concealment and blinded outcome assessment were all well done. Follow-up was 100% for all outcomes, the two groups appeared balanced, and intention-to-treat analysis was done. Co-interventions were not well described, but were unlikely to be different between groups as most patients had bilateral disease. It is unclear whether patients were blinded to the type of treatment received, but potential biases arising from patient unblinding are mitigated by the fact that all wrists received some form of active treatment and the use of objective outcome measures like grip and pinch strength and several nerve conduction measurements. The findings were consistent on all measures.

In summary, the only randomized trial reporting a benefit from low-level laser therapy suffered from significant methodological flaws and was very small. The only randomized trial comparing low-level laser therapy to sham treatment reported no benefit. Finally, the largest and best quality study compared low-level laser therapy to ultrasound and reported significantly better outcomes on all measures with ultrasound compared to laser therapy. No harms were reported in any of the trials, and there was no reporting of adverse events in any of the trials. Thus, the current published literature does not provide evidence for a net improvement in health outcomes with low-level laser therapy.

**TA Criterion 3 is not met.**

**TA Criterion 4:** The technology must be as beneficial as any established alternatives.

Standard treatment for carpal tunnel syndrome usually begins with avoidance of activities that increase pressure in the carpal tunnel combined with splinting of the involved wrist. Patients who do not respond initially may receive steroid injections just proximal to the carpal tunnel. Patients with intractable pain or muscle wasting are often referred for surgical release procedures. None of the trials directly compare laser therapy with any of these therapies. The one comparison with an alternative therapy, albeit not an established alternative, reported that low-level laser therapy was associated with significantly worse outcomes than ultrasound. Furthermore, low-level laser therapy has not been shown to improve net outcomes for patients suffering from carpal tunnel syndrome.

**TA Criterion 4 is not met.**
TA Criterion 5: The improvement must be attainable outside the investigational setting.

Studies of low-level laser therapy for carpal tunnel syndrome include a variety of laser devices of different wavelengths used in widely disparate protocols. As none of the studies have clearly demonstrated improvements in the investigational setting, it is impossible to assess the effectiveness of the technology in the community setting.

TA Criterion 5 is not met.

CONCLUSION

The variability in the outcomes reported with laser therapy may reflect the heterogeneity in the interventions. There is no standard wavelength used for treatment of carpal tunnel syndrome nor is there a standard protocol for the points to be treated. Some irradiate points along the median nerve while others focus the light on known acupuncture points. Some early case series suggested benefit, but these have not been consistently supported in the better quality randomized clinical trials. The only randomized trial comparing low-level laser therapy to sham treatment reported no benefit over sham therapy. There was a large placebo effect on self-reported symptoms. Finally, the largest and best quality study compared low-level laser therapy to ultrasound and reported significantly better pain relief and larger improvements in all nerve conduction study measurements in patients randomized to ultrasound.

RECOMMENDATION

- It is recommended that the use of the low-level laser therapy for the treatment of carpal tunnel syndrome does not meet Technology Assessment Criterion 3 through 5 for safety, effectiveness and improvement in health outcomes

The California Technology Assessment Forum panel voted to approve the recommendation.

February 15, 2006
RECOMMENDATIONS OF OTHERS

Blue Cross Blue Shield Association (BCBSA)

The BCBSA Technology Evaluation Center has not conducted a formal review of this technology.

Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS)

CMS does not have a coverage policy specific to the use of this technology.

California Orthopaedic Association (COA)

The COA did not have an opinion regarding the use of this technology and was not able to participate in the meeting.

California Association of Neurological Surgeons (CANS)

CANS does not have an opinion regarding the use of this technology and was not able to participate in the meeting.

Association of California Neurologists (ACN)

ACN does not have an opinion regarding the use of this technology and was not able to participate in the meeting.

California Society of Plastic Surgeons (CSPS)

CSPS does not have an opinion regarding the use of this technology and was not able to participate in the meeting.

ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THIS ASSESSMENT:

**MPQ:** MCGILL PAIN QUESTIONNAIRE

**TENS:** TRANSCUTANEOUS ELECTRICAL NERVE STIMULATION

**VAS:** VISUAL ANALOG SCALE
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